KITCHEN AND DINING AREA CLEANING WITH KAIVAC OMNIFLEX® DISPENSE-AND-VAC

**1️⃣ PREPARE AREA**
- Clean restaurant in sections: Wi-Fi Bar, Customer Queue, Dining Area/Restrooms, BOH.
- Spot sweep large debris only with Spreader Tool.
- Clear the area of tables, chairs and obstructions.

**2️⃣ PREPARE SOLUTION**
- Fill Trolley-Bucket with diluted cleaning solution.
- Follow proper dilution instructions on bottle.
- Use approved chemicals only.

**3️⃣ DISPENSE SOLUTION**
- Open the spigot on the rear of the Trolley-Bucket by turning towards MAX.
- Walk the Trolley-Bucket around the area dispensing cleaning solution.
- Turn Spigot to the OFF POSITION and park by an outlet.

**4️⃣ SPREAD SOLUTION**
- Use Spreader Tool in a back-and-forth motion to cover floor with cleaning solution.
- Brush where needed.

**5️⃣ VACUUM LIQUID AND SOILS**
- Lock front casters.
- Plug in and power on.
- Attach Vacuum Wand.
- NOTE: Use 28” Wide-Area Squeegee for larger areas.
- Vacuum floor surface diagonal to grout.
- Reach under shelves, seating, etc.
- Drain tank into slop sink or toilet with dump hose when necessary.

**6️⃣ FINISH**
- Drain tank into sink using dump hose.
- Remove wand, wrap hose around top of unit, turn power off.
- Replace tables, chairs, etc.

**IMPORTANT:**
Daily maintenance is required to keep your machine running optimally. Follow the steps in the Required Daily Maintenance section at least once per day.

**REQUIRED DAILY MAINTENANCE**
1. Vacuum excess cleaning solution from bucket into the vac tank to rinse vac hose.
2. Remove vac head then rinse vac tank and float-ball into sink.
3. Remove debris from float and wire mesh with hot water.
4. Rinse and wipe wand and brushes.

**MONTHLY MAINTENANCE**
- **WARNING:** Worn blades cause streaking and loss of vacuum.
- Replace blades and wheels every 4-6 weeks.
- **IMPORTANT:** Blade ribs must face outward.

**TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS**
- Poor Vac Pick-up
  - Replace blades and wheels
  - Clean float cage
  - Leak in hose or gasket
  - Clogged hose
- Premature Vac Blow-out
  - Wrong chemical - use correct chemical
  - Dirty float cage - refer to Daily Maintenance Instructions
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